
WATERPROOF FABRIC 3x3m GAZEBO

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Collapsible 3 x 3 metre gazebo made of 100%
polyester fabric (250 g/m²). The valance and roof 
can be customised with your choice of colours and/or
designs.

The fabric has an anti-pollution Surface treatment,
and is colourfast and washable. It is also 
waterresistant and wind-resistant.

It includes a metallic grey aluminium structure made
up of 40 mm hexagonal tuve segments with black
hardened plastic joints.

Features Description

Materials: 40 mm hexagonal aluminium tuve segments.
Types of segment:
Outer foot/leg: 40 x 40 mm hexagonal tuve, with a thickness of 1.2mm.
Inner foot/leg: 40 x 40 mm hexagonal tuve, with a thickness of 1.2mm.
Crossed bars (internal roof structure): 13 x 26 mm, with a thickness of 1.1 mm
and with a reinforced interior.
Height of legs: 240 cm when unfolded.
Aluminium bar color: metalllic grey.
Joints: hardened plastic.
Joint color: black.

Made of lag-like fabric: 100% polyester fabric.
Flag: 250 g/m².
Weave: 50% weft and 50% warp.
100% polyester multifilament thread with 3 threads.
Sewn in doublé backstitch with special thread for outdoor use.
Double fold hem, 10 mm wide.
Symmetrical 7mm doublé stitching (1.5 mm from edges).
Stitch width: 5mm.
Water-resistant and wind-resistant. Colourfast and washable.
Anti-pollution Surface treatment.

Structure

Fabric cover
Included:

- Roof/canopy
- Valance



 Valance: 45 cm

Leg: 240 cm

Roof height: 100 cm

Total height: 340 cm

Width: 300 cm
Lenght: 300 cm

Dimensions

Customisable fabric colours and designs.
Colour of aluminium bars: matt metallic grey.
Colour of joints: matt black.

Approx. 20 kg

Measurements of the stowed gazebo: 156x26x26 cm

Colour 
and design

Weight

Other

Full Wall, half Wall, Windows and doors. Can be purchased separately.
Carrying bag for gazebo. Durable and with wheels to facilitate its transport.
Bases for gazebo legs. Can be filled with water, providing the whole gazebo
with even more stability.
Fly Banner Feather and Drop packs with flag base for gazebo. Allows Fly
Banners to be attached to gazebo legs.

For both indoor and outdoor use.
As the roof fis already in place, setting up the gazebo takes only aroound 10
minutes.
Once stowed for storage and transport, it takes up Little space.

Accessories
(not included)


